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ABSTRACT
Making pure rolling shear as the target, based on the principles analysis of shear
mechanism in the rolling shear, trajectories of the overlap and the horizontal displacement
of the upper blade during the cutting process are directly calculated out. And then the
trajectories are optimized with improved natural selection-based particle swarm
optimization algorithm (selPSO) deemed lengths of the key rods as variables. On this
basis, motion laws of the driving links are reversely worked out through solving position
equations of the rolling shear’s mechanism, which are nonlinear equations, with selPSO.
The calculated results show that the synthetic horizontal translation (mean value of all
horizontal displacement relating to calculated points) of the upper blade reduced by
34.96% and the overlap becomes a constant, which can realize the pure rolling cutting
very well and improve the shear quality of the steel plate; selPSO is applicable to solve
nonlinear equations in the project, which can overcome the problem of high sensitivity to
initial value and improve the computational efficiency.
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INTRODUCTION
The shear machine is a key equipment to ensure the shear quality of steel plate in steel plate
finishing line. The hydraulic rolling shear ensures a rolling shear depending on the drive sequence and
matching speeds of the hydraulic cylinder on its both sides. Compared with traditional shear machines, it
omits the transmission mechanism such as motors, gearboxes and crankshafts, etc., which simplifies the
equipment agency, reduces the energy consumption and improves the shear quality of the cross
section[1]. However, the study on it is very hard due to its complex structure and heavy load[2].
In 1971, the rolling shear was developed for the first time in Germany, and then it was mastered
by Japan, Russia and Australia etc.[3]. In china, it was studied by many steel factories and institutions;
Qingxue. Huang and Lifeng. Ma in Taiyuan University of Science and Technology put forward the rodoptimized mathematical model of the rolling shear synthesized the accurate calculation of four positions,
and the trajectory of the mechanism is simulated with computer[4-6]; Huixin. Yang in Beijing University
of Science and Technology and Fuseng. Sun in Ma'anshan iron and steel Limited by Share Ltd establish
the trajectory functions of arbitrary point in the upper blade deemed the crank angles as variables by
analyzing the theory of the rolling shear’s mechanism, and realize the pure rolling shear through the
dynamic lowest points of the upper blade[7]; Kangkang. Li in Dalian University of Technology proposes
a design method of rolling shear mechanism size which based on the mechanism cent rode to ensure the
pure rolling shear, and the essence of this method is the problem of mechanism centrode path synthesis
which is been solved by optimization method etc.[8-10]. However, the problems of the uneven overlap
quantity as well as the horizontal displacement of the upper blade haven’t been solved by any factory or
institution now.
In this paper a new method is proposed that the theory trajectories of the dynamic lowest points
and the midpoint in the cutting edge, associated with the overlap quantity and the horizontal
displacement of the upper blade separately, are worked out under the fixed coordinate system according
to the theory of rolling shear. Analyzing the mechanism of rolling shear, the actual trajectories of the
dynamic lowest points are directly calculated out. A system of nonlinear equations is formed by setting
the difference between the actual trajectory and the theoretical trajectory of the dynamic lowest points
equal to zero, and selPSO is employed for the solutions. On this basis, the actual trajectory of the
midpoint in the cutting edge can be worked out, whose difference with the theoretical trajectory is
deemed as fitness value (optimization object) G; after that, selPSO is employed to optimize the lengths
of the levers. Motion laws of the driving links are reversely worked out through solving position
equations of the rolling shear’s mechanism with selPSO.
One of the key problems is the solution of the position equations, which are nonlinear equations.
Solving nonlinear equations is perhaps the most difficult problem in all of numerical computation. The
convergence and performance characteristics are highly sensitive to the initial value of the solution for
most numerical methods such as Newton’s method. However, it is very difficult to select a reasonable
initial value for most systems of nonlinear equations in the project. Aiming at these problems, the
problem of solving nonlinear equations is transformed to an optimization problem, which is solved with
selPSO. This method can efficiently overcome the problem of high sensitivity to the initial value of the
solution, and improve the computational efficiency, which is very applicable to solve nonlinear
equations in the project.
The calculated results show that the synthetic horizontal displacement of the upper blade
decreases by 34.96% and the overlap turns into a constant, which can improve the shear quality of the
steel plate and extend the life of the upper blade.
SELPSO AND SOLUTION OF THE NONLINEAR EQUATIONS
selPSO
Particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO), found by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995, is a kind
of intelligent optimization algorithm originated from the study of birds seeking food[10], and then in
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order to promote the explorations in early optimization stages, the inertia weight w is introduced into
PSO[11]. Owing to its simple structure, PSO is developing rapidly and has plenty of modified forms,
which is easy to understand and use[12-17].
A modified PSO brought forward by Shi are as follows:
vik +1 = wvik + c1r1 ( pbestik − xik ) + c2r2 ( gbestik − xik )

(1)

xik +1 = xik + vik +1

(2)

Where equation (1) is to calculate the new velocity and equation (2) is to calculate the new
position; v represents the velocity and x represents the position; w is the inertia weight; i is the ith
particle and k is the kth generation; c1 and c2 denote weighing factors called accelerated coefficients; r1
and r2 are random variables uniformly distributed within [0,1]; pbesti denotes the ith personal best
fitness and gbesti denotes the ith global best fitness; the initial velocity and position of each particle are
random variables generated by the standard normal distribution.
The natural selection-based particular swarm optimization algorithm is a combination of the
particle swarm optimization algorithm and the theory of natural selection, which can obtain precise
solutions. In every iteration, this method ranks particles according to the fitness value G, the worse half
of which are replaced by the better half, and in the meantime, the pbest of each particle and the gbest are
kept to go on the next iteration. In addition, the initial positions can be roughly selected according to
practical requirement, and neglect iterations followed if the fitness value G meets the standard (such as
G<R), which improves calculation effectives. Thus the modified natural selection-based particle swarm
optimization algorithm is obtained, the flow of which is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Calculation flow chart of selPSO.

The solving of the nonlinear equations
In the operation of the mechanism, variables are unpredictable owing to that they vary with the
time and motion. Meanwhile, the convergence, convergence velocity and performance characteristics
are highly sensitive to the initial value[18], which leads to difficulties when adopting most numerical
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methods. Aiming at this problem, selPSO, which can overcome the problem of high sensitivity to the
initial value, is employed to solve the systems of nonlinear equations.
A system of the linear equations is as follows:
F（x）= ⎡⎣ f1 ( x ) , f 2 ( x ) , f 3 ( x ) ,Lf n ( x ) ⎤⎦ = 0 .
T

Where x=(x1, x2, x3,…xn)Tare the n variables;
Set the fitness value G:
G = f 1 (x ) + f 2 (x ) + f 3 (x ) + L + f n (x )

Then solve the system of nonlinear equations

with selPSO according to the Figure 1.
REVERSE SOLVING OF THE MOTION LAWS DURING THE STAGE OF CUTTING
ROLLING
Establishment of vector polygons
As shown in Figure 2, the hydraulic rolling shear is the composition of four links, one guide rod, two
blades and two hydraulic cylinders. According to the composition principle of planar mechanism, the
hydraulic cylinders and the piston rods on both sides can be omitted, since they are assur groups. The
simplified kinematic diagram of mechanism is shown as Figure 3.

Figure 2: Kinematic diagram of mechanism of the rolling shear

Figure 3: Simplified kinematic diagram of mechanism of rolling shear

Formula of degrees of freedom is as follows:

F = 3n − (2 pl + ph )

(3)

Where n represents the moving links; pl represents the lower pair; ph denotes the higher pair. It
can be seen from Figure 3 that the parameters of them are n = 6, pl = 8, ph = 0; the degrees of freedom F
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are 2 calculated by the equation (3). The number of driving links, the lever AB and lever GH, are equal
to the degrees of freedom to ensure the definite movement.
As shown in Figure 4, two moving coordinate systems x1Oy1 and x2Dy2 and one fixed coordinate
system xEy are established, and the kinematic diagram of mechanism of the rolling shear is expressed by
link vectors.

Figure 4: Kinematic diagram of mechanism

Where θ1 ∈ [π

2π ] , θ2 ∈ [π

2π ] , θ3 ∈ [ 0 π ] , θ4 ∈ [ 0 π ] , θ5 ∈ [ 0 π ] , θ6 ∈ [π

2π ] .

The calculation of dynamic lowest points and the midpoint
The dynamic lowest points are one of the most important parameters for the rolling shear, which
directly determine the overlap quantity. During the process of rolling cut, if the overlap quantity is too
large, the steel plate will be bending, while if the overlap quantity is too small, the steel plate will not be
cut [1].

Figure 5: Parameters of the rolling shear

The transforming matrix M12 from x1Oy1 to x2dy2 and the transforming matrix M20 from x2Dy2 to
xdy are as follows:

⎛ cos β 2
⎜
M 12 = ⎜ − sin β 2
⎜ 0
⎝

sin β 2
cos β 2
0

d cos β1 ⎞
⎟
d sin β1 ⎟ .
1 ⎟⎠

⎛ cos θ5
⎜
M 20 = ⎜ − sin θ5
⎜ 0
⎝

sin θ5

l6 cos θ 6 ⎞
⎟
l6 sin θ 6 ⎟ .
1 ⎟⎠

cos θ5
0
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The relationship of the coordinate under the fixed coordinate system xEy with the coordinate
under the moving coordinate system x1Oy1 is as followed:
⎛ x1 ⎞
⎛x⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ y ⎟ = M 20 M 12 ⎜ y1 ⎟
⎜1 ⎟
⎜1 ⎟
⎝ ⎠
⎝ ⎠

(4)

The height of the upper blade is h, so the coordinate of the midpoint is (0,-h) under the moving
coordinate system x1Oy1, and then the coordinate of the midpoint under the fixed coordinate system is
obtained through (4):
⎛ xh ⎞
⎛0 ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ yh ⎟ = M 20 M 12 ⎜ −h ⎟
⎜1 ⎟
⎜1 ⎟
⎝ ⎠
⎝ ⎠

(5)

According to the Figure 6, the relationship of the dynamic lowest points with the middle point of
the blade can be expressed as:

x k = x h − R × si n β

y k = y h + R × (1 − cos β )

(6)

Figure 6: Relationship of the dynamic lowest points with the middle point

It can be seen from Figure 4 and Figure 5 that the turning angle of the upper blade is β =θ5 -β 2 ,
and the dynamic lowest points can be obtained by (5) and (6):
⎛ xk ⎞
⎛ 0 ⎞ ⎛ − R × sin（ θ 5 -β 2） ⎞
⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟ ⎜
⎜ yk ⎟ = M 20 M 12 ⎜ − h ⎟ + ⎜ R × (1 − cos（ θ 5 -β 2）) ⎟
⎜1 ⎟ ⎜1
⎜1 ⎟
⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝
⎝ ⎠
⎠

(7)

The length of levers are known quantities and the θ5 and θ 6 are unknowns during the motion of
the mechanism. According to the requirement of the overlap, setting the upper blade rolling on the line
y=-s, the expression of xk and yk cannot be calculated out, since (7) is a system of nonlinear equation, so
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the coordinate of the dynamic lowest points xk and yk must be taken on the line y=-s in order. And then
the θ5 and θ 6 can be worked out through (7) with selPSO.
According to the characteristics of the pure rolling, the trajectory of the midpoints is a curve, as
the lm shown in Figure 7. Its function can be expressed as:

θ =huch / r
x =-huch + rsinθ + x0

(8)

y =r (1 − cos θ ) +y0

Where huch is the arc length and θ is the corresponding angle.
The trajectory of the (8) is called trajectory 1.
To make the trajectory of midpoint close to trajectory 1, the absolute value of the difference
between the (5) and (8) is deemed as the fitness value during the process of optimizing the levers with
selPSO.

Figure 7: Trajectory of a point on a circle

The solving of the motion laws of the driving links
As shown in Figure 4 the lengths of the levers are the design constants, while the angles θ1 , θ 2 ,

θ3 , θ 4 , θ5 and θ6 are unknowns during the stage of rolling cut. Four equations are needed to solve the
four unknowns θ1 , θ 2 , θ3 , θ 4 , since the θ5 and θ 6 can be calculated out through (7). Here, two closed
vector polygons are necessary for the four equations.
Setting the two closed vector polygons are ABCDOFG and OFGHIDO, the two closed position
vector equations are express as:
l1 cosθ1 −l3 cosθ3 −l8 cos(θ5 +α) −l6 cosθ6 −l10 −l9 = 0
l1 sinθ1 −l3 sinθ3 −l8 sin(θ5 +α) −l6 sinθ6 +l11 = 0
l2 cosθ2 −l4 cosθ4 −l5 cosθ5 −l6 cosθ6 −l10 = 0

(9)

l2 sinθ2 −l4 sinθ4 −l5 sinθ5 −l6 sinθ6 +l11 = 0
It is very hard to select a reasonable initial value of (9), which is a system of nonlinear equations
with four variables varying with the motion of the mechanism, and the unreasonable initial value may
lead to long computing time, no convergence even wrong solutions for most numerical methods. Here,
selPSO is employed to solve (9).
Assign a value to every equation:
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b1 = l1 cosθ1 − l3 cosθ3 − l8 cos(θ5 +α) − l6 cosθ6 − l10 − l9
b2 = l1 sinθ1 − l3 sinθ3 − l8 sin(θ5 +α) − l6 sinθ6 + l11
b3 = l2 cosθ2 − l4 cosθ4 − l5 cosθ5 − l6 cosθ6 − l10
b4 = l2 sinθ2 − l4 sinθ4 − l5 sinθ5 − l6 sinθ6 + l11
Plus their absolute values as the fitness value:

b = b1 + b2 + b3 + b4 .
The θ1 and θ 2 , the motion laws of the driving links, can be solved through (9) with selPSO.
The steps of solving the motion laws of the driving links and the optimization of the levers are as
follows:
1. According to the requirement of the overlap, setting the upper blade rolling on the line y=-s,
the coordinate of the dynamic lowest points xk and yk are taken on the line in order.
2. According to the xk and yk above, the corresponding θ5 and θ 6 can be worked out through the
solving of (7) with selPSO.
3. According to the θ5 and θ 6 above, the levers l1, l3, l5, l6 and l10 are optimized with selPSO
deemed the synthetic horizontal translation, worked out by (5) and (6), as fitness value. The final θ5 and

θ6 are worked out with the optimized l1, l3, l5, l6 and l10 through the step (1) and (2).
4. After the corresponding parameters of the final θ5 and θ 6 are worked out, the motion laws of
the driving links θ1 and θ 2 will be calculated by solving the (9) with selPSO.
THE CALCULATION EXAMPLE

The basic processing parameters are shown in TABLE 1.
TABLE 1: The basic processing parameters
thickness (mm)
width (mm)
cutting times (/min)
overlap (mm)
open degree (mm)

6~50
1500~3200
10
5
150

The main parameters of the levers are shown in TABLE 2.
TABLE 2: Type Sizes for camera-ready papers
variables
l1
L3
L5
L6
l7
l10

original results (mm)
908
908
824
960
2400
2028

Figure 8 is the rolling shear in a factory.

optimized results (mm)
926.7
689.3
984.6
809.3
2400
1704.3
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Figure 8: Picture of the rolling shear

It can be seen form Figure 9 that the optimized trajectory of dynamic lowest points becomes a
horizontal line during the stage of rolling cut, which means the overlap becomes a constant. Figure 10 is
the original trajectory of the midpoint and Figure 11 is the optimized trajectory of the midpoint during
the stage of rolling cut. The results of calculation show that the optimized synthetic horizontal
displacement of the midpoints decreases from 1.4341 to 0.9327, reduced by 34.96%.

Figure 9: Optimized trajectory of the dynamic lowest points during the stage of rolling cut
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Figure 10: Oridinal trajectory of the midpoints during the stage of rolling

Figure 11: Optimized trajectory of the midpoints during the stage of rolling cut
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Figure 12 shows that the fitness values, under different initial values, vary with the number of
iterations in the process of solving nonlinear equations with selPSO. It can be seen from Figure 11 that
the fitness values under different initial guesses can approach to zero quickly, which proves selPSO can
overcome the problem of high sensitivity to initial guess. If the fitness values meet the requirements
(such as fitness values G<10-11), the iterations followed can be omitted, thus improving the
computational efficiency, and the mean time of solving nonlinear equations with selPSO is 0.321982
second.

Figure 12: Variation of different fitness values under different initial values

Figure 13 and Figure 14 are the motion laws of driving links.

Figure 13: Optimized motion laws of

θ1 during the stage of rolling cut
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Figure 14: Optimized motion laws of
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θ2 during the stage of rolling cut

CONCLUSIONS

The motion laws of the driving links are worked out reversely through the movement trajectories
of the dynamic lowest points and the midpoint in the cutting edge, which directly modifies the motion
trajectory of the rolling shear in factories compared with the methods before. The synthetic horizontal
displacement is decreased and the overlap quantity becomes a constant through this method, which can
improve the shear quality of the steel plate and extend the life of the upper blade. Solving the systems of
nonlinear equations with selPSO can efficiently overcome the problem of high sensitivity to the initial
value, and improve the computational efficiency, which is very applicable to solve nonlinear equations
in the project. The method in this paper is general, and can extend to a series of similar analysis.
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